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INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon of selection sorting has been known for a long time and has been used for the database management system. Selection shorting is the most important method used to arrange data according to user requirement. In object-oriented software, represent the sorting by programming [1] . The practical work in sorting has so far, generally focused on ascending or descending order sequence. The important issue of sorting data has successfully addressed in this paper. The automated tool, such as Turbo C, has raised awareness of the importance of shoring of data. Many sorting algorithms are available in the literature. Sorting is a data structure operation, which is used for making searching and arranging of data item or record. The here arrangement of sorting involves either int o ascending or descending order. Everything in this world has some advantage and disadvantage, some sorting
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Nirupma Pathak e-mail : nirupmapathak@gmail.com algorithms are problem specific means they work well on some specific problem, not all the problem [2] . It saves time and helps searching data quickly. Sorting algorithm performance varies on which type of data being sorted, not easier to say that which one algorithm is better than another is. Here, the performance of the different algorithm is according to the data being sorted [3] . Some common sorting algorithms are the exchange or bubble sort, the selection sort, the insertion sort and the quicksort [4] . The Selection sort is a good one that uses for finding the smallest element in the array and put in the proper place. Swap it with the value in the first position [5] . Repeat until the array is sorted (starting at the second position and advancing each time). It is very intuitive and simple to program, offer quite good performance for particular strength being the small number of exchanges needed [6] . The selection sort always goes through a set number of comparisons, for a given no of data items. However, sometimes question raise in front of us, is there any way through this sorting can be more effective and how to convert that algorithm into code [7, 8] . Then demonstrate a modification of this algorithm, and finally to assign the coding modification as a programming. This work introduces one new simple modification of sorting algorithm. The proposed algorithm of sorting algorithm is very simple and easy to implement in Turbo C tool, a well known and easy to operate software for the structural programmed implement. The theoretical and practical are successfully utilized for the short algorithm to evaluate the caused for a particular task and close agreement is revealed.
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 1 covers the introduction to shoring algorithm. The proposed advance selection sort algorithm is presented in Section 2. The proposed pseudo code of selection short is presented in Section 3. Finally, the paper is concluded with the summarization of all the contents in Section 4.
OUR PROPOSED ADVANCE SELECTION SORT ALGORITHM
In this section, one new advance selection sort algorithm has been introduced followed by the generalized pseudo code of proposed algorithm.
Advance selection sort algorithm is an internal sorting algorithm. This sorting algorithm is an inplace comparison-based algorithm in which the list is divided into three parts, the sorted part at the left and right end and the unsorted part between left and right end. It selects the minimum and maximum element requires scanning all n elements (this takes n-1 comparison) and then swapping it into the first and last position respectively. Finding the next minimum and maximum element requires scanning the remaining (n-2) elements and so on. Practical analysis of short algorithm has been carried out Turbo C which works on the structural programming language. The results from the presented idea are in good agreement with the targeted results. Thus the developed advance selection sort algorithm is validated.
At this point, we have developed an advance short algorithm for the Database management system (DBMS) [10, 11, 12] . Combining 12 steps the short algorithm has been implemented. Algorithm 1 demonstrate the design procedure of the proposed idea of the sort algorithm. Line 1 of the algorithm assign array length. Line 6 checking the minimum array location. Line 8 of the algorithm check the maximum array location. Finally, Line 10 and 11, there is exchange position of array location. 
PROPOSED PSEUDO CODE OF ADVANCE SELECTION SORT ALGORITHM
In this section, we have presented the pseudo code of advance selection sort algorithm. To present the advance selection sort, we present the shorting methods in Section 2.
Algorithm 2 presents a formal representation of the proposed idea of advance selection sort algorithm based on C programming language. In algorithm 2, these outputs are taken from line 26. The time complexity of Algorithm 2 depends on the loops, data storage array, and temporary storage. Thus the complexity is O(n) where n is the size of the algorithm. This is the optimum number of size of shorting algorithm for the proposed idea as proved in the Algorithm 2. The details pseudo code of advance selection sort algorithm is presented below. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented the double selection-shorting algorithm. In the customized software development, shorting of array provide less time and low-cost development. The programmability of sorting algorithm is based on the algorithms. This saves the routine time of array shorting. In double selection, sort makes up the large number of sorts that is easy to understand and faster than selection sort. In double selection sort, the number of comparisons is reduced and double selection sort similar to selection sort. As a result, we have designed minimal steps based shorting methodology to make the algorithm faster and less time to compute. An optimal step is maintained to reduce the runtime and hence, enhancing the performance. Finally, this study reveals that it is an optimal algorithm and it applied to any system where the shorting is required. A possible future work of double shorting is the object-oriented based algorithm with fewer steps.
